How to Choose a Gift for a Loved One
Kira
Have you ever thought about the perfect present for a time-captured event? I will help you to find it.
If you are presently trying to present a present for you kid’s birthday in some dazzling, I’m your best
daddy ever spectacle, or would like to laud your bride to be just before your wedding, I’m the guy
you’re going to want advice from. you are before for instance a birthday or a wedding you have to
think about what would make soon your acquaintance happy.
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If it is a girl, I recommend that you buy her some makeup, clothes or some bag. Girls usually paint
their faces with makeup and like to feel comfortable and gorgeous. If it is a boy that you’re buying
presents for, perhaps buy him socks, and shoes or perfumes. Boys like to feel stylish, like a gentleman.
(You use this word ’moreover’ incorrectly.)
It was a good idea to buy some candy chocholate (??they??) will be glad. If they like traveling you can
take them on a trip to the country of their desires. I can help you and you will find the present you
are searching for. If you don’t, you can write me a message or call me for more advice.
Notes: 50%. Ok, with all of your homework, you aren’t improving enough. Please review my
examples. Here is your essay introduction rewritten. By the way, if the written exercise is in
handwriting, I would grade you also on all of the crossouts and side notes because it is clear that
you’re not clear on your ideas and grammar.
Also, the subjects you’re choosing aren’t going to likely be on the test, but that’s not the main
problem.
You need to set an outline first. You should practice writing in passive forms rather than using
pronouns. In this article it could work if you set the right tone, but you don’t, and it’s awfully boring.
Just sit back, relax, and enjoy your self in your acting career. Life is nothing more than a big stage.
(Title)
How to Choose a Lovely Gift for that Lovely Special Someone in Your Life
(Introductory Paragraph)
Have you ever thought about adding that most special touch of heart to a special someone in your
life on some rare occasion? Well, here at We Do it Better, we’ll help you with that effort by providing
you with counseling and ideas about what you can do to put that picture perfect moment trapped by
time in a special edition of the editor’s video cut with you and your love, whether it be for your wife,
partner, daughter, son, grandparents, or any other scum that happens to be in your life at the time.
***
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Have you ever thought about the perfect present for rare event? I will help you to find it. If presently
you are before for instance a birthday or a wedding you have to think about what would make soon
your acquaintance happy. If it is a girl I recommend you to buy her some makeup, clothes or some
bag girls usually do their face with makeup and like to feel comfortable and gorgeous. If it is a boy
you should buy him socks, and shoes or parfumes. Boys like to feel stilish, moreover like a gentleman.
It was a good idea to buy come candy chocholate they will be glad. If they like traveling you can bring
them to a trip to that country they are wondering about. I hope I could help you and you will find the
president you are searching for. If you will not, you can write me a message or call me for more
advice.

